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“Sister Qin Man, didn’t you say that she is my brother’s ex-wife? If Qin Lv wants to court her, you can go 

to her. What is the point of seeking out my brother?” Fu Shiqin teased. 

If it had been any other woman, she wouldn’t have come for his brother first. 

But Qin Man was trying so hard to help her nephew steal his brother’s ex-wife, this was the first time he 

had seen her like this. 

Qin Man glanced at Fu Hanzheng and warned him coldly. 

“Your brother took advantage of my Lui when he was young and immature to steal her away. Now that 

he is divorced, don’t get in the way of the old relationship.” 

“My sister-in-law wrote love letters to Qin Lv before, but Qin Lv did not agree to it either. How is this 

stealing? Brother and her were two people in love,” Fu Shiqin said straightforwardly. 

He did not know about it before, but now he does. 

It was Mu Weiwei who wrote the love letters to Qin Lv and Gu Weiwei who was with his brother. 

They were here to steal her away, but they had to figure out who they were after. 

“They are in love with each other because they were once exes,” Qin Man said. 

“So you can go straight to her if you want to,” Fu Shiqin said with a smile. 

They would not be able to catch her anyway. 

His brother and sister-in-law had experienced so many things before they got together. How could these 

other people compare? 

Qin Man pointed at the two brothers and stood up. 

“Alright, Fu Hanzheng, just you wait. If your ex-wife doesn’t call you Uncle, my surname will not be Qin.” 

“Good luck!” Fu Shiqin said annoyingly. 

Qin Man left with her bag, provoking Fu Hanzheng before she left. 

“Qin Man is crazy.” Fu Shiqin sighed. 

Fu Hanzheng did not take it to heart. He texted Gu Weiwei and left for the meeting. 

... 

On the other side, Gu Weiwei, who was in the studio, was reading the new script that the script writer 

had sent to her. She seemed a bit distracted because of what she had read on Moments. 

With snacks in her arms, Yuan Meng was eating and playing with her phone. 



She glanced at her. “What is it? Missing your Uncle Fu again?” 

Gu Weiwei sighed and said, “The Fu Family is asking him to go on a blind date.” 

She knew that he would not agree to the blind date, but the Fu Family’s decision meant that they were 

still very hostile towards her. 

That was why she wanted him to remarry as soon as possible and cut off all ties with her. 

“If he is on a blind date, you can go on a date too. Qin Lv is the young master of the Qin Family, any one 

of them is fine.” Yuan Meng teased. 

Without saying a word, Gu Weiwei saw a text from Fu Hanzheng. 

[I am not on a blind date.] 

Yuan Meng did not hear her respond and glanced at her. 

“What, are you worried that you will never be able to enter the Fu Family?” 

Gu Weiwei felt her cheeks and sighed. 

“I feel that the Fu Family will not accept me so easily.” 

“Or you can ask Fu Hanzheng to leave the Fu Family and go far away with you. As long as you insist, he 

will not object.” 

“What a stupid idea! Not only will the Old Lady be furious, but Mrs. Fu and Fu Shengying will also be 

furious. Even if we leave, will we really be happy?” Gu Weiwei said. 

It was not a good idea to be so selfish in front of the Fu Family. 

Fu Hanzheng looked cold and silent, but he was actually a very responsible man. 

It was too difficult for him to choose between her and the Fu Family. She would not do such a thing to 

him. 

Chapter 1002: Reunion 

 

Yuan Meng put down the phone and sat down opposite her desk while eating some snacks. 

“Then are you going to waste your time waiting on the Old Lady and the rest?” 

Fu Hanzheng had already been on a blind date, so they would not accept her if they continued to waste 

time. 

“Let’s not worry about it at this moment. The Old Lady is not fully recovered yet, and no one wants 

anything to happen to her.” Gu Weiwei sighed helplessly. 

Facing the Old Lady’s current situation, they could not be forceful at all. 

“Let me tell you, even if the Old Lady recovers, and Fu Hanzheng tries to persuade her or you beg her, 

none of it will work.” Yuan Meng was still happily eating snacks as she analyzed the situation for her. 



They had thought that after the Fu Family calmed down, they would not be so against them anymore. 

But it seemed that it was impossible. 

“Yes, I think so too.” Gu Weiwei sighed gloomily. 

“So you need allies now,” Yuan Meng said seriously. 

“What allies?” Gu Weiwei sighed with her hands over her face. “Fu Shiyi was lectured just for 

participating in our opening ceremony, so it is useless to be allies with him and Shiqin.” 

“They are useless, I mean new allies.” Yuan Meng stressed. 

“New allies?” 

Gu Weiwei was increasingly confused. Who else could persuade the stubborn Old Lady and Fu 

Shengying? 

“Yes, remember the previous plan? Hurry up and get pregnant and have a child. Old people are only 

separated by a generation,” Yuan Meng said and took a sip of her coffee. “If you have the grandson of 

the Fu Family by your side, they will be worried that you will raise the child with a stepfather, right? But 

if they want to take the child, you won’t give it to them no matter what. Then for the sake of the Fu 

Family, they will beg you to remarry.” 

No matter how much the Fu Family resisted her, they would never resist a child with the Fu Family’s 

bloodline. 

When the time came, they would try to bring the child home. And if the child wanted it’s mother, they 

could leave the child by her side. Either way they owed her, so they could only let her remarry. 

“That sounds reasonable, but I don’t have any children.” Gu Weiwei pursed her lips. 

Yuan Meng urged her as she ate. 

“If you don’t have any, then work hard. Try to have two within three years, the success rate will be 

higher with two allies.” 

If she had known, she would not have put condoms in the room last time. 

“So in the next three years, my only goal is to have children?” Gu Weiwei snorted. 

Yuan Meng nodded. “So, good luck on the date next week!” 

Gu Weiwei rolled her eyes at her and continued to read the script. 

Yuan Meng knocked on the table and blinked at her. 

“What about getting some sexy underwear and sexy gowns, ready for battle, tomorrow?” 

“Get lost, the media has been watching me closely these days. Are you trying to kill me by telling me to 

buy those things?” 

Yuan Meng thought for a while and agreed. She was very famous in Hua Land and everyone paid 

attention to her. 



So she struck the table and said, “Forget it, I will buy them for you. I know your size anyway.” 

“What do you know?!” Gu Weiwei asked. 

Yuan Meng glanced at her upper body and smiled. 

“I am not blind, couldn’t you guess when you first looked at your figure?” 

“You...” Gu Weiwei was annoyed. 

What should she do? She really wanted to fire her. 

“Since it is useless to fight head-on, this is the most direct and effective method,” Yuan Meng said and 

looked as if she was listening to her. 

If the child became their capable ally, they would still need at least two years of cultivation. 

If they did not work hard now, they would not be able to sneak around for much longer. 

Chapter 1003: Qin Lv’s Invitation 

After reading the script, Gu Weiwei talked with Jolin about the auditions. 

It was not until the evening when she and Yuan Meng finally got ready to leave the studio. 

She was about to leave when Qin Lv came into the studio and gave her some food. 

“Weiwei, my company is opening tomorrow, can you support me?” 

“I am very busy tomorrow, I will ask Jolin to go there instead of me.” Gu Weiwei turned him down with a 

smile. 

Qin Lv had expected her to say this, so he said straightforwardly, “Is there a meeting at your studio 

tomorrow?” 

“Yes.” Gu Weiwei replied. 

“It is not far and it is just upstairs. It will not take much time,” Qin Lv said with a smile. 

“...” Gu Weiwei gritted her teeth. He was waiting for her to jump into the trap. 

She had just agreed to have a meeting at the studio tomorrow when he said that the company opening 

was upstairs. She could not turn him down. 

“If you are at the studio tomorrow, you should have time to go, right?” Qin Lv asked with a smile. 

Gu Weiwei laughed dryly. “I will think about it tomorrow.” 

What were they trying to do? Anthony Gustav had moved into the opposite house and Qin Lv had 

moved into her studio building and started a company upstairs. 

“Then I look forward to your visit tomorrow.” Qin Lv nodded and left. 

Yuan Meng put her hands over her shoulders and smiled sinisterly. 



“Not bad, you have slept with Fu Hanzheng, who is a very good-looking man. Then there’s a very young 

and handsome man and also a Swedish Prince.” 

“If you like them, I can give them to you, apart from Fu Hanzheng.” Gu Weiwei squinted at her. 

Yuan Meng thought for a while and turned her down with a dry smile. 

“Forget it, I can’t accept it.” 

She could flirt with anyone, but she could not be serious. 

Gu Weiwei entered the elevator. “How is Master?” 

“Ling Yan is almost dead. There should be news in the next two days,” Yuan Meng said. 

She already had Anthony Gustav and Qin Lv, and if Gu Siting was added into the mix, she would have a 

full set to play a round of mahjong with Fu Hanzheng. 

Gu Weiwei nodded. “Good.” 

“But there are so many false rumors, will the public believe it?” Yuan Meng said worriedly. 

There was both authentic and fabricated information that she gave to Yuan Shuo, so that Ling Yan could 

be brought back into the public eye. Then everyone could follow her whereabouts and Gu Siting would 

naturally be targeted. 

“The news in the entertainment industry is always true and false. At this stage, even Ling Yan can’t 

clarify it.” Gu Weiwei sneered. 

No matter what Gu Siting would do to her, she would not show any sympathy to such a person. 

“True, so no one will suspect anything even if it is a lie. Gu Siting will not clarify for her anyway.” Yuan 

Meng snorted. 

Unfortunately, she did not know what would happen to Ling Yan if she fell into Gu Siting’s hands. 

Gu Weiwei got into the car and stayed silent. 

Exposing Ling Yan would only distract Gu Siting for the time being. If he still did not want her to stay by 

Fu Hanzheng’s side, he would definitely drive a wedge between her and the Fu Family. 

Based on her understanding of him, he would definitely think that way. 

He thought that because she had lived in the Gu Family for more than twenty years and her surname 

was Gu, she should be on his side in the fight between the Gu Family and the Fu Family. 

That was also what she had thought before. 

But everything was different now. 

Fu Hanzheng was the only person who would stand by her side forever. 

Chapter 1004: Present for Ling Yan 

 



The following day, Gu Weiwei had planned to ask Jolin to attend the opening of Qin Lv’s company in her 

place. 

But before the opening ceremony started, Qin Lv came down to invite her again. Since her studio was in 

his building, she had to show up. 

But seeing that Qin Lv was talking with someone else, she snuck downstairs. 

“He spent almost an hour at your opening ceremony, but you snuck back within ten minutes. How 

heartless of you.” Yuan Meng teased her when she saw her returning so quickly. 

Gu Weiwei returned to her desk and continued to draw the storyboard. 

Since she was going to Dubai with Fu Hanzheng next week, she had to finish the storyboard design as 

well as the final selection of the roles. 

Jolin knocked at the door and placed a file on her desk. 

“This is the list of actors for the audition.” 

Gu Weiwei glanced through it and saw many young actors from the Chinese film industry. 

“So many people?” 

“That is after the screening. I have removed those who are not skilled or have bad behavior because we 

don’t want them to affect the promotion of the movie,” Jolin said. 

He had been in this industry for a long time and had seen many people who ruined a movie because of a 

scandal. 

Therefore, he turned down anyone who liked to cause trouble and attract negative comments. 

However, because she was the famous director of Sleepless, after they opened for the auditions many 

people contacted him. 

“Good arrangement, but there are so many people, the audition will take two days,” Gu Weiwei said and 

leafed through the list. 

“Why don’t you do the audition yourself?” Yuan Meng interrupted. 

“I prefer making movies. I am too tired to do it myself, so I better focus on the behind the scenes,” Gu 

Weiwei said. 

Yuan Meng sighed and said to Jolin, “She is not even 25 years old yet and she wants to retire at 20 years 

old. How infuriating.” 

Jolin nodded in agreement, but she was already very popular. 

“You two have time to chat, arrange the audition for tomorrow and the day after tomorrow.” Gu 

Weiwei finished reading the forms Jolin sent and continued to think about the storyboard. 

After Jolin left, Yuan Meng said indifferently, “Is it Ling Yan’s birthday today?” 

Gu Weiwei thought for a while. “I think so.” 



“The social media of A Land have been talking about her birthday.” Yuan Meng looked at her with a 

smile and said sinisterly, “So we discussed and decided to give her the big present that you have 

prepared.” 

Gu Weiwei nodded as she painted the storyboard. 

“Good idea.” 

“Ling Yan has not updated her social media account for many days. Her fans are all talking about her 

birthday today, and it is time for everyone to pay attention to her. Let’s change things up,” Yuan Meng 

said. 

Soon, the legendary Movie Queen that they worshipped on her birthday would become a murderer. 

Then there would be a good show to watch. 

Gu Weiwei agreed without showing much interest. 

If Ling Yan was still here, she might be interested in paying attention to the development of the matter 

but 

Ling Yan could not stand up for herself now, so she had no interest in paying attention to this matter. 

Also, she was the one who had died in her hands and no one knew the truth better than she did, so 

there was nothing worthy of her attention. 

Chapter 1005: Murderer Ling Yan 

On the social media of A Land, when Movie Queen Ling Yan’s birthday was being celebrated 

everywhere, an interview exploded like a bomb on the social networks of A Land and Hua Land. 

The media reports were from a media company that had been chasing after Ling Yan in A Land. The 

journalists interviewed the agent and assistant of Ling Yan’s company and also the servants of the Ling 

Family. No one revealed where Ling Yan was. 

“Movie Queen Ling Yan has been missing for almost a month. We interviewed everyone related to the 

Ling Family and found a shocking secret.” 

“The person we are interviewing today is a nurse who works at St. Paul Hospital under the Ling Family. 

She told us that there is a secret behind Movie Queen’s heart transplant surgery.” 

... 

The journalists knew how to make the atmosphere better, and they managed to get everyone curious 

with just a few words. 

Everyone continued to read and found that the reporter had interviewed a nurse, but had given her a 

censor. 

“I think everyone is as curious as I am about whose heart Movie Queen Ling transplanted. Can you tell 

us?” 

The nurse thought for a while and sighed. 



“Ling Yan’s heart is the heart of Miss Gu who saved her.” 

The journalists asked, “Are you talking about the Gu Family of Gu’s Enterprise, the Miss Gu Weiwei who 

has been missing for a long time?” 

The nurse nodded and continued. 

“Miss. Gu was seriously injured and was sent to the hospital. Her condition was getting better, but... Ling 

Yan and her mother, Doctor Ji, injected a drug into Miss. Gu, causing her brain death. Also, Miss. Gu 

signed an organ donation letter before she died, so her heart was transplanted. 

Because of this matter, I was fired from the Ling Family’s hospital and they even threatened me not to 

reveal anything I know. 

But I have been feeling uneasy all this time. They did not do a normal transplant, they murdered 

someone...” 

... 

The journalist was so shocked by these words that he could not utter a word for a long time. It took him 

a long while before he realized what had happened. His voice was obviously trembling. 

“Are you telling the truth?” 

“I have a recording. Before the heart transplant surgery, I heard them talking,” The nurse said and 

played the recording. 

Then she heard Ling Yan and her mother Ji Fang speaking. 

“Mom, I don’t have much time left, I don’t want to die. 

If she doesn’t die, I will. Do you want to see your own daughter die?” 

... 

Then came Ling Yan’s mother Ji Fang’s voice. 

“Yanyan, but Weiwei is already improving, if we do this she will die.” 

“Mom, if you save her, I will die. I don’t want to die...” 

... 

Hearing this, Yuan Meng was too lazy to listen any more. She threw a look at Gu Weiwei who was 

expressionless. 

“This recording sounds so real.” 

“I recorded it. It took me a long time to do it well, and I also used some hacker skills to make the 

recording file show that it was saved by Ling Yan before the operation, so everything was flawless.” Gu 

Weiwei looked down and painted the storyboard, but what she said was very casual, as if nothing had 

anything to do with her. 



Yuan Meng was reading the news on the social network of A Land and saw that Ling Yan, the murderer, 

Ling Yan – happy birthday, and Gu Weiwei were among the top three hot topics in A Land. 

“It is going to be very lively now.” 

Chapter 1006: Murderer Ling Yan 2 

At first, it was the media and social media of A Land that were spreading the news. 

However, within a few hours, the hot search of Hua Land was dominated by this matter. 

The netizens turned into Sherlock Holmes and searched for all kinds of suspicious things about Ling Yan. 

Some important figures from Hua Land made a long post after studying the interview. 

[Firstly, the recording file provided by the nurse is one week before Ling Yan’s heart transplant. 

Secondly, I remember that Ling Yan had posted something about her meeting with Gu Weiwei on her 

social media account. Although there were no pictures, I felt that they were very close. Now, I cannot 

find any of the content. 

If she was not guilty, why did she delete the posts? 

Thirdly, after Gu Weiwei’s heart was transplanted, I remember that Movie Queen Ling moved into the 

Gu Family. How dare she move in? 

No way, no way, I am too scared to think further.] 

After watching the video, the netizens expressed their respective conclusions. 

[She must have killed someone to have her heart transplanted.] 

[I remember how she kept saying that she was thankful to the person who gave her the heart transplant 

and why she made Dream of a Long Life 2 to express her gratitude. Now I feel so disgusted.] 

[I am no longer a fan, damn it, I have been a fan of a murderer!] 

[I have watched a movie from a murderer] 

Although the police had not reported the case yet, on the social network of A Land and Hua Land, the 

witness certificate and recording certificate in the video had already confirmed that Ling Yan was the 

murderer. 

Celebrities tended to attract a lot of attention, and if they were involved in such a matter, they would 

attract even more attention. 

At the end of the interview, the journalist said that they had called the police and were waiting for the 

result. 

But after the news was out, Ling Yan did not defend herself. 

Of course, apart from Gu Weiwei and the Gu Family, no one else knew about it. 

This matter had caused such a huge sensation online, so Gu Siting soon received the news. 



Gu Siting had just finished the meeting when Kuroda Shio entered the office with the tablet. 

“President Gu, there is news online.” 

Gu Siting watched the entire video in silence and looked cold. 

“She made it.” 

Kuroda Shio was startled for a moment before reacting. 

“Miss Weiwei?” 

Gu Siting did not pause the video but said, “The nurse is fake and so is the recording. She is here for 

me.” 

If there had been such a witness and such a recording, he and Cayman Dorrans would have found it and 

not have waited until now for a small reporter to find it. 

Therefore, these were all forgeries, and the purpose was to reveal that Ling Yan was the murderer. 

Now that the matter had caused a sensation online, the public and the police would start to look for Ling 

Yan. 

And she knew that Ling Yan was in his hands. 

So it seemed that everything was directed at Ling Yan, but in fact, it was directed at him. 

He was being watched by the public and the police, so if they were looking for Ling Yan, he would not be 

able to focus on her and Fu Hanzheng. 

But now, she was willing to become his enemy just to stay by Fu Hanzheng’s side? 

“Then what should we do? Should we investigate and announce it to the public?” Kuroda Shio asked. 

“No,” Gu Siting said calmly. 

Although the witness was false, the testimony was false and the recording was false... 

What was said was true. 

Chapter 1007: Murderer Ling Yan 3 

Kuroda Shio thought for a while and agreed. There was no need for them to clarify anything for Ling Yan. 

“But the journalists said that they have called the police and Ling Yan and her mother...” 

“Get them ready, don’t be discovered,” Gu Siting said coldly. 

He had said that he would make them pay hundreds of times more, so how could he hand them over to 

the police? 

“I will go do it now,” Kuroda Shio said. 

“Go, I will delay the police when they arrive.” Gu Siting continued with his work calmly. 



They were still locked in the cellar and the door was too obvious. 

If the police wanted to check at home, they would definitely ask to check inside. Then it would be 

difficult to clean up the mess. 

If this matter had not been brought to the surface, everyone would have turned a blind eye due to the 

relationship between the Gu Family and the Royal Family. 

But so many eyes were on this matter, if he refused to cooperate with the police, he would become the 

suspect of Ling Yan’s disappearance. 

Kuroda Shio left the company and returned to the Gu Family, where he moved Ling Yan and her mother 

away before the police came to investigate. 

Also, he asked the servants to clean the cellar thoroughly, leaving no trace behind. 

Half an hour after Kuroda Shio left, a police officer came to the company and asked to meet Gu Siting. 

In order not to attract suspicion, Gu Siting agreed to meet them and he also postponed the meeting and 

met with the police officers. 

They showed him the certificate and asked, “Mr. Gu, did you see the news about Ling Yan murdering 

your sister Gu Weiwei?” 

Gu Siting nodded calmly. “Yes, I have.” 

“But according to our investigation, Ling Yan was living in the Gu Family and she was last seen driving 

back to the Gu Family before she disappeared.” 

“Sorry, I was on a business trip and did not see her when I returned,” Gu Siting said with a regretful look. 

The police officer was skeptical and continued speaking, “Did you notice anything strange about Ling Yan 

the last time you saw her?” 

Gu Siting thought for a moment and shook his head. 

“I was in a hurry on a business trip to Austria, so I didn’t pay much attention.” 

“Then... do you think what the nurse said in the video is true?” 

Gu Siting had been dealing in the business field for years, so he could tell that she was trying to sound 

him out. 

“I think that we can only confirm everything after we find her and ask her.” 

If he said that it was true, the police would suspect that he was related to Ling Yan’s disappearance. 

If they did not think that it was true, the police would not believe it either. After all, it was a member of 

the Gu Family who had died. 

“Mr. Gu, Ling Yan appeared at the Gu Family’s mansion last time, so... can you bring us back to your 

home and ask the servants if they found anything strange? Of course... if it is not convenient for you, we 

can apply for a warrant.” 



Gu Siting checked the time and said, “I don’t mind, but... can you wait for me for half an hour? I have an 

important meeting to attend and I can only get off work after the meeting.” 

Kuroda Shio must not have managed to clean up all the traces at the Gu Family home yet. 

Therefore, they had to buy some time and he could not bring them there now. 

“Then go ahead, Mr. Gu, we will wait here.” The police did not stop him from continuing with his work. 
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Gu Siting calmly had a meeting and when the meeting was about to end, Kuroda Shio sent a message. 

[Done.] 

After the meeting, Gu Siting said a few words to his subordinates and informed the police officers to 

follow him back to the Gu Family. 

After they arrived at the Gu Family, some people checked around the house and asked the servants 

questions. 

The team leader stayed behind to continue the conversation with Gu Siting. “Mr. Gu, your fiancée has 

been missing for so many days and yet you have never looked for her?” 

“Actually, we have broken off the engagement,” Gu Siting said. 

“Why?” 

Gu Siting smiled coldly. “Why not?” 

It took the police officers almost an hour to check every room of the Gu Family. 

“Captain, there is a room underground that we can’t enter.” 

The captain looked at Gu Siting. “Mr. Gu, can you take us there?” 

“My sister’s body is down there, I don’t want her to be disturbed.” Gu Siting frowned, unwilling to bring 

them down. 

“Mr. Gu, this is related to Miss Ling Yan’s disappearance, I think you better show us.” The leader 

requested. 

Gu Siting looked flawless in every sentence, but he felt that something was wrong. 

Gu Siting stayed silent for a few seconds, got up and led them to the crystal coffin where the body was 

placed. 

The police checked the cellar and found nothing suspicious. 

“Mr. Gu, Miss Gu has passed away, why is she still here?” 

This was the victim who was rumored to have been killed by someone, but they had never expected that 

she would be placed here. 

“That is the Gu Family’s private matter.” 



“Miss Gu is the victim of the case, we need to bring her body back for further examination,” The leader 

said. 

“I refuse this request,” Gu Siting said coldly. 

“Mr. Gu!” 

“I have done whatever you want, but no one is allowed to take her away.” Gu Siting glanced at them 

coldly and said to the butler, “Send them out.” 

They left the Gu Family and sighed as they looked at the huge Gu Family’s mansion. 

“Captain, are we just letting the Gu Family off?” 

“How can we just let it go?” The team leader looked at the Gu Family’s mansion that was getting further 

and further away and said, “Miss. Gu’s body was hidden in the basement and Ling Yan disappeared after 

breaking up with him. The last place she appeared was at the Gu Family mansion. It is very suspicious.” 

“Captain, are you saying that Ling Yan’s disappearance is related to Mr. Gu?” One police officer asked in 

astonishment. 

“If he broke up with Ling Yan because he knew how Gu Weiwei died, don’t you think it has something to 

do with him?” The captain said. 

Everything seemed to be related to him, but Gu Siting’s answer was totally unrelated to him. It was too 

weird. 

“Even if it is related to him, how are we going to find out anything?” One police officer sighed. 

Even the President’s Office had to give face to the Gu Family, let alone them. 

“Now that the matter has blown up, we have to continue with the investigation even if we can’t find 

anything,” The leader said. 

The deceased was the daughter of the Gu Family and the suspect was an internationally-renowned 

Movie Queen. There were too many people paying attention to this matter. 

If they did not continue with the investigation, the public would be furious. 

Chapter 1009: Fu Hanzheng 

Kuroda Shio said to Gu Siting as he saw the police leaving by the window, “President Gu, they are gone.” 

“Be careful these days, they will keep an eye on the Gu Family, not only the police but also the media,” 

Gu Siting said. 

Kuroda Shio thought for a while and asked, “Can’t the authorities press down this matter?” 

It was not good for them and it was inconvenient for the media and police to keep watching the Gu 

Family. 

“At this stage, it would be counterproductive to ask someone to suppress it.” Gu Siting smiled 

meaningfully and said, “She made a big fuss on purpose because she wanted this to happen.” 



She had lived in the Gu Family for so many years and knew about the relationship between the Gu 

Family and the royal family. If it was just a normal police report, the matter would have sunk into the 

sea. 

Similarly, she understood that he would not hand Ling Yan over to the police. 

Therefore, after making the matter so big, the police of A Land had to investigate this matter under the 

attention of public opinion. 

All eyes were upon the Gu Family, so he could not do anything about her and Fu Hanzheng. 

Now, he truly could not interfere between her and Fu Hanzheng. 

Kuroda Shio said, “But...” 

“Forget it, let her be. She has been hating me for so long, she needs to vent her anger.” Gu Siting did not 

panic because of the current situation but asked calmly, “How is she and Fu Hanzheng?” 

“They are divorced and she has moved out of the Gu Family to live in the Mu Family’s mansion,” Kuroda 

Shio replied. 

Gu Siting looked cold. “She and Fu Hanzheng will not break up so easily.” 

Because of the Fu Family, they had to get a divorce. 

But according to his understanding of them, a divorce would not sever the ties between them. 

“We haven’t seen them together yet, but they must have contacted each other over the phone. Also, 

the Swedish Prince, Anthony Gustav, lives opposite Miss Weiwei and seems to be courting her,” Kuroda 

Shio said. 

“He’s pursuing her?” Gu Siting was a bit surprised. He had not expected that a Swedish Prince would 

appear. 

Kuroda Shio found the news about them and gave the phone to Gu Siting. 

“There was news of Prince Anthony showing his love in Hua Land and he even invested in the new movie 

she is preparing.” 

“What is Fu Hanzheng’s reaction?” Gu Siting asked. 

Fu Hanzheng had always been dominating when it came to relationships, and he would never allow her 

to live opposite a rival. 

“It must be because the Fu Family forbade him from interacting with Miss Weiwei. He is not involved in 

this matter,” Kuroda Shio said and looked at Gu Siting. “Then... should we be involved in this matter?” 

Gu Siting shook his head. If he said anything now, Fu Hanzheng would be pleased. 

“And Qin Lv, the young master of the Qin Family of Hua Land... seems to be courting Miss Weiwei too. 

The company that owns the building is right above Miss Weiwei’s studio. I am afraid that he wants to 

take advantage of her,” Kuroda Shio said. 



“Qin Lv?” Gu Siting raised his eyebrows. 

Kuroda Shio thought for a while and said, “I heard that he is Mu Weiwei’s classmate. They must not 

know who Miss Weiwei truly is.” 

“Forget it, let’s just focus on Ling Yan. We can’t let the public know that she is in our hands.” Gu Siting 

stressed. 

Neither Anthony Gustav nor the young master of the Qin Family knew her real identity, so they were 

nothing to worry about. 

His only enemy was Fu Hanzheng. 

Chapter 1010: Police 

When the news of Ling Yan’s heart transplant was published, the entire A Land and Hua Land were in an 

upheaval and asked the police of A Land to investigate thoroughly. 

However, some people suspected that Ling Yan was hiding because she was guilty, and some suspected 

that she had killed herself. Some even suspected that she had been killed by the Gu Family. 

However, Gu Weiwei, who was the instigator of this storm and the real victim of the murder, was not 

affected at all. 

She did not even care about the news. 

Apart from the storyboard design, she was busy with the audition the following day. 

Many actors from the Chinese film industry were here for the audition for the roles of Life Reboot. 

Of course, Qiu Ling was here too. 

“Director Mu, Jolin, long time no see.” 

Gu Weiwei smiled. “You are here too.” 

“Then I will try the scene first and talk with you later.” Qiu Ling had worked with her before and 

understood her temper. 

He could make a fuss in private, but he had to do his best at work. 

Qiu Ling was very talented and hardworking. She finished the scene easily and greeted them with a 

smile. 

“How is it? Any progress?” 

“Great improvement,” Gu Weiwei said sincerely. Qiu Ling was a very talented and ambitious actress 

when it came to acting. 

“Don’t you have other work to do these days? Why are you auditioning for us?” 

“Of course it’s because I want to continue working with everyone, and I can learn more from Director 

Mu,” Qiu Ling said with a flattering smile. 



She did have a lot of resources at the moment, but she might not be able to work with Mu Weiwei for 

another ten movies. 

She was only a director this time. If she could get the role of the female lead, she might become the 

second Movie Queen in Hua Land. 

“Stop flattering me.” Gu Weiwei chuckled. 

Qiu Ling knew that she was the last one at the audition today, so she asked, when she saw them getting 

ready, “It is rare for us to meet up, let’s eat together?” 

“Maybe another day. I am not free today, and you know that there are many preparations before the 

filming.” Gu Weiwei turned down Qiu Ling’s invitation. 

Qiu Ling smiled awkwardly but did not force her. 

“Alright, another day then, go ahead.” 

Gu Weiwei returned to the office and watched the audition videos on the computer. 

Yuan Shuo and Yuan Meng brought Yuan Bao back to the studio. 

“The police of A Land have their eyes on Gu Siting, he will not disturb you anymore.” 

“Thanks, Master,” Gu Weiwei said with a smile. 

Yuan Meng sat down and said, “Actually, Ling Yan’s matter is a very good opportunity. Maybe we can do 

something in secret and let the police find Ling Yan in Gu Siting’s hands. That way, he won’t be able to 

explain himself.” 

“Ling Yan should be well hidden by him now, we won’t be able to find her,” Gu Weiwei said. 

Gu Siting was very cautious most of the time. 

He did not plan to hand Ling Yan over to the police, so he must have made full preparations. So no 

matter how much they searched, it would be very difficult to find Ling Yan. 

“We have to find them even if they can’t. Let the police and the public know that Gu Siting and Ling Yan 

are both terrible people.” 

Ling Yan was Gu Weiwei’s murderer, but Gu Siting was Ling Yan’s murderer. That would be fun. 

“It is impossible to bring him down,” Gu Weiwei said. 

She had thought of this idea before, but she understood what Gu Siting was like and she could not win 

against him. 

 


